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AREMA HONORS MERCHANTS BRIDGE WITH HAY AWARD 

Merchants Bridge Project Continues to Win Key Industry Recognition                                             
 

KANSAS CITY, Missouri — The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association 

(AREMA) Board and the Dr. William W. Hay Award for Excellence Review Committee have selected the 

replacement of the Merchants Bridge over the Mississippi River in St. Louis as the winner of the 2023 Dr. 

William W. Hay Award for Excellence (Hay Award). This award honors innovative railway engineering 

procedures, projects and products and the individuals who have created and successfully applied them 

to the railroad industry.   

The recently completed Merchants Bridge rebuild serves as a showcase of tightly orchestrated 
engineering and construction planning to replace the double-track bridge, which was built in 1889. Its 
three main truss spans of 520 feet each needed replacement, and the unreinforced masonry piers did 
not provide adequate resistance to vessel impact or seismic loading. 
 
“Years of heavy use had caused serious structural degradation that limited crossings,” says Kevin 
Eisenbeis, project structural engineer at Burns & McDonnell. “The bridge has now gained decades of 
service life and is projected to boost the local economy by hundreds of millions of dollars thanks to this 
rebuild project.”  
 
Burns & McDonnell provided preliminary and final truss design, river pier foundation design, seismic 
analysis and environmental services for the Merchants Bridge replacement as a subconsultant to 
Transystems for the owner of the bridge, the Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis. The engineering 
solution included stabilizing the existing foundations with micropiles and encasing the footings and 
original masonry piers with concrete. The new truss span design incorporated a ballasted deck system 
providing an improvement to the original open-deck, rail-on-tie configuration. In addition, the track 
centers on the new bridge deck were widened from 12 to 15 feet, providing more operational flexibility 
and improved safety.  
 
The construction plan for the three main truss spans involved a combination of existing span float-out 
and new span float-in on barges, plus vertical strand jack lifts combined with lateral slide operations 
using an overhead gantry system. The three new Warren-type truss spans were individually assembled 
on barges located along the riverbank. Once a truss span was fully assembled and ready for placement, 
the contractor Walsh Construction had 10 days to remove an old span and replace it with a new one. 
The sequence began with a 24-hour river traffic closure. During this nearly round-the-clock operation, 
empty barges were moved into place in the span between the gantry cranes to receive the existing truss 
span, which was lifted, slid over and then lowered to the awaiting barges below.  The sequence was 
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then reversed during a second 24-hour river traffic closure to float-in, lift and slide the new span into 
position.  
 
The Hay Award adds to a growing list of industry honors for the project, which includes the following:  

• American Council of Engineering Companies of Missouri (ACECMo) Grand Conceptor 

• ENR Midwest Regional Best Project 

• Railway Track & Structures Top Project 

• Supply & Demand Chain Executive Top Supply Chain Project 
 

The variety of awards reflects the complexity of this project, which required significant coordination to 
minimize disruptions to rail and river traffic during the three-plus years of construction. Within a few 
months of the bridge’s completion, an average of 70 trains were crossing the bridge each day, resulting 
in a 49% increase in rail tonnage to the five Class I railroads that use the bridge.  
 

### 

About Burns & McDonnell 

Burns & McDonnell brings together an unmatched team of 13,500 engineers, construction and craft 

professionals, architects, and more to design and build our critical infrastructure. With an integrated 

construction and design mindset, we offer full-service capabilities. Founded in 1898 and working from 

70 offices globally, Burns & McDonnell is 100% employee-owned. Learn how we are designed to build. 
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